Jewish Identities in a dynamic, multi cultural society-
Sharing a united future!

Objectives:
- Strengthen the sense of Jewish Peoplehood- Klal Israel (Jewish unity) and Jewish responsibility
- Develop a shared vision for our future
- Strengthen ties with Israel and world Jewry
- Learn about successful partnerships with JCCs worldwide
- Focus on Jewish identity in the multi cultural context with Haifa as a model

Tuesday
Plenary 1: Changes in Jewish community's worldwide- assimilation, Anti-Semitism, immigration
Site visits according to theme
Seminars

Wednesday
Plenary 2: Jewish identity/education in the JCC
Play followed by respondents
Seminars
Plenary 3: Israel update
Seminars

Thursday
Plenary 4: Jewish identity in the multi cultural context (within and without)
Followed by a concluding tour of Haifa focusing on multi culturalism